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Colors
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Key Colors 

• Neutrals 

• Gothic black 

• Neon 

• Blood red 

• Sunshine yellow 

• Orange cream

London Fashion Week was no exception from  
the bright color palettes we've seen emerging  
so far this season. Similar to New York, key colors  
on the runway include neutrals, orange, red, pink  
and yellow. But from London emerged new  
shades and tones. 

Hopping on the plane from New York to London, 
neon was presented at Natasha Zinko, Nicopanda 
and David Koma, solidifying its status as one of 
Spring 2019's strongest trends.

Gothic black also proved popular, often worn  
head-to-toe. A trend usually favored for Fall, the 
shade featured in the collections of Alexa Chung, 
MM6 by Maison Margiela and Chalayan, 
balancing out bold and bright palettes with this 
dark, striking look. 
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Fabrics

For Spring 2019, it was immediately apparent  
that designers favored a more utilitarian approach 
to fabrics than those shown in New York.  
This expressed itself through a mix of cotton,  
jersey and technical fabrics. 

Cotton was seen regularly at Burberry, Margaret 
Howell and JW Anderson across a range of product 
categories - suggesting it will be a key fabric for the 
Spring 2019 season. 
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Themes

Western looks were dotted throughout the 
collections of Toga, Nicopanda and Kiko 
Kostadinov. Again highlighting plaid, denim  
and yoke-detail shirts as key pieces.
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Prints

Key Prints 
• Ditzy florals 

• Disco stripes 

• Animal 

• Geometric 
• Color block 

• Text 

• Checks
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Saddling up

70s, 80s and 90s

Athleisure
Athleisure was prevalent 
in London, with 
everything from shell 
suits to bicycle shorts 
worked into collections.

Florals came in two extremes this Spring: ditzy at 
Victoria Beckham, Ryan Lo and Alexandra Moura; 
then big and bold at Erdem, Fyodor Golan and 
Peter Pilotto.
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Nostalgia was a pool of inspiration for many,  
with the 70s, 80s and 90s proving the strongest 
decades of reference. Macs in brown croc (as seen 
at Burberry) and in black vinyl (Alexa Chung) will 
be two important iterations of the nostalgia trend 
for new season assortments.
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Shapes

London played host to a variety of fresh and 
traditional shapes for Spring 2019. As seen in  
New York, the transitional trench coat featured  
in lacquered finishes as witnessed at Emilia 
Wickstead and Gareth Pugh. 

Mini lengths and slip dresses also continued to 
dominate, playing into the romantic theme of  
the season.
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Key Detail

As far as details and trims go, it was bows and  
mini-ties that stood out most in London. Paul 
Costelloe and Emilia Wickstead added oversized 
bows as an elaborate detail to evening-wear 
dresses, whilst more dainty versions were seen at 
Bora Aksu and Preen by Thornton Bregazzi.  

Mini-ties were seen as both decorative and 
functional, with many designers opting to use the 
detail to add another element to blouses and 
dresses, noted at MM6 by Maison Margiela and 
Ryan Lo. 
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Key Shapes 

• Lacquered trench 
Seen at: Gareth Pugh 

• Mini dress 
Seen at: Ashish & Alexa Chung. 

• Handkerchief hems 
Seen at: Chalayan & Delpozo. 

• Bowling shirt 
Seen at: Ashley Williams 

• Wide-leg trousers 
Seen at: Xiao Li & Eudon Choi.

Trickling across from the menswear Spring 2019 
collections, bowling shirts featured prominently 
with Rejina Pyo conveying a vintage aesthetic.

Handkerchief hems

Bowling shirt
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Bows Mini-ties
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Accessories

Key Styles 
• Yellow 

• Animal prints 
• Transparent straps 

• Barely-there heels 

• Mules

Key accessory trends for Spring 2019 took the form 
of wide and skinny waist belts, 90s bucket hats and 
drop earrings.  

In the eyewear category, colored lenses and frames 
were the prevalent story. 70s-inspired orange and 
yellow hues were the most prominent tone.
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Footwear

Chunky sneakers were a prevalent trend for Spring 
and Fall 2018 and remain a notable silhouette for 
next year, as seen at the likes of JW Anderson x 
Converse and Toga. Both lace-up and sock trainers 
were present. 
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Drop earrings

Bucket hats

Waist belts

Eyewear
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If you enjoyed this report, sign up 
to our Insider Briefing and you’ll 
be the first to know about our 

future coverage.
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